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Zondervan Get an A! Study Guides Trustworthy information, easy access. Six pages packed with

critical information provide an ideal study aid for students and a quick, helpful reference for pastors.

Information on the sheets comes from Dr. Wayne Grudemâ€™s award-winning Systematic

Theology, an introduction with a strong emphasis on the scriptural basis for each doctrine and

teaching, clear writing, frequent application to life, and a contemporary approach to subjects of

special interest to the church today. No more hunting through textbooks, laboring over self-made

study cards, or fumbling with sticky notes. These durable, three-hole-punched, laminated pages

provide a quick overview of systematic theology in a handy, at-a-glance format. Great for

understanding the often complex doctrines, preparing for exams, refreshing your memory, writing

papers, or preparing sermons.
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I actually picked this up primarily because I have Grudem's Systematic Theology book in my Logos

Libronix database and do not own a hard copy of it. I wanted a "print" copy of at least a synopsis I

could reference in hand in my coursework file. I have not been disappointed and would gladly

purchase it again.The laminated 6-page fold out (comes three hole punched allowing for the outer

fold-in sheet to clear notebook rings) is laminated on heavy stock. (In fact, it's printed on quite a bit

heavier stock than the same Zondervan Greek "Get an A! Study Guide" companion to Monce's

Greek book I purchased at the same time.) So it is made to hold up with heavy use over the long



haul.If you're taking a class which requires Grudem's Systematic Theology as one of the primary

texts, this is an excellent companion and I can heartily recommend its purchase. Even post-studies,

it will make an excellent quick reference refresher as needed.

I bought this because, (a) I really like Grudem's book on the subject and, (b) I often get questions in

my SS class about fairly complicated theological topics which Grudem addresses. This sheet is

3-hole punched and fits in the back of my SS notes notebook. I can easily flip it open if I need to get

a quick reminder of (for instance) the communicable and incommunicable attributes of God, or the

ordo salutis (order of salvation), etc.I'm not seminary-educated; just a lay-person teaching a SS

class. But this reference sheet is like have a semester of seminary at the fingertips when I'm

needing a quick reference to organize my thoughts on a biblical topic, or to get a verse reference.

(That's another trick- since the sheet is laminated, you can write verse references on it in wet-erase

marker that correspond with your current lessons, relevant scriptures, etc.)I highly recommend this

reference. It's a great idea in general, and I hope other folks come out with more of these (I'd love

one on the TULIP, another on different theological views of creation, another on different protestant

teachings on baptism, etc.).

My husband is able to go to things in a moment by using this sheet. It is laminated well and holds up

to heavy use. It makes it easier for my husband to find things and understand without reading the

large book and is less time consuming. Its for the person who has little time.

As a relatively "new" Christian, I have been greatly blessed by Dr. Wayne Grudem's Systematic

Theology (check the reviews). It truly is a masterful work. Dr. Grudem hits the sweet spot of

theological depth while being very readable and easily understood. Well, this week I ordered the

Systematic Theology Laminated Sheet, and it is equally good. It's a six-panel laminated foldout of

key Christian doctrines and concepts. Sadly, I would venture to say that most even long-time

believers wouldn't be able to explain the basic concepts that are so concisely summarized here. It

really is a great quick-reference for those that sometimes need to refresh themselves in the basics.

Of course it's impossible to condense 1264 pages of theology into six 8 1/2" x 11" pages, but it

really does an outstanding job of hitting the essentials (even eschatology).I recommend this very

highly.

I purchased this laminated sheet to go with my copy of Wayne Gruden's Systematic Theology. I'm



giving the product 5 stars because it does a good job of summarizing the book in just a few pages. If

there is not enough information on the sheet for one's needs, then the best thing to do is to buy

Grudem's 160 page book Christian Beliefs. But one is not going to find anything better unless one

uses a super-tiny font, and then most people would have to buy a magnifying glass to use it, which

defeats the purpose of using a laminated sheet. This product works well for me.Wayne Grudem's

Systematic Theology is the best modern one volume systematic theology I know of. Bavinck's is

excellent, but it is a multi-volume Systematic Theology, and though it has become available in

English fairly recently, it is an older work.This laminated sheet is an excellent summary of the very

readable tome by Grudem.

Great reference for Bible Study! I can't wait to dive in deeper. Grudem organizes the main

theological issues in an effective manner.

The book on this is at least 3" thick and really more than I needed for my counselors test. This gave

me the information I needed and it was easy to read and take with me anywhere. Also it was

laminated so didn't need to worry about anything wet sitting on it. Wonderful.

The Summary is comprehensive yet easy to understand by the lay student. A man of faith with

years of experience in the library and classroom has compiled a very readable outline of the salient

features of the reform faith.
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